Sainte Foy de Longas
Distance - Nearly 8km (5 miles) 2 hours Map: Institut Géographique National, Série Bleu, 1936O, Lalinde, 1:25,000.
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Disclaimer: This route was correct at time of writing. However, alterations can happen if development or boundary changes occur, and there is no guarantee of permanent access. These walks have been published for use by site visitors on the understanding that
neither HPB Management Limited nor any other person connected with Holiday Property Bond is responsible for the safety or wellbeing of those following the routes as described. It is walkers’ own responsibility to be adequately prepared and equipped for the level
of walk and the weather conditions and to assess the safety and accessibility of the walk.
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Sainte Foy de Longas
Distance - Nearly 8km (5 miles) 2 hours Map: Institut Géographique National, Série Bleu, 1936O, Lalinde, 1:25,000.
A circuit through two valleys and the adjacent hills,
a varied landscape with woodlands as well as modern
agriculture. Several descends and rises but none of them
difficult. Mainly broad tracks, some small roads and
paths. Sainte Foy de Longas is a tiny village, not much
more than some houses arranged around the church
and the mairie near the Louyre stream.
Start/car parking - Behind the church. From Constant,
Sainte Foy de Longas is reached by driving Eastwards
along the D32.
Refreshments - Take a picnic
Note: It would be a great help to future walkers if you
could record any inaccuracies you come across during this
walk and report them to reception so that appropriate
amendments can be made. Thank you for your help.
Happy walking.
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WALK
Behind the church, go down and turn left immediately,
following the small road Westwards below the wall and
joining the D32. Cross it after 20m and follow the sign
‘La Placette’, a small road going uphill. Follow it for about
700m, then 30m before joining a larger road turn right
into a path that soon bends left into woodland following
the edge of a field. Go straight on, ignoring other paths,
through a more open area with lower bushes and then
between fields towards a small cross on a roadside.
1. Here turn right towards La Pique farm. After the last
farm building, turn left into a broad track towards a group
of other farm buildings. Just before them, turn right, slowly
descending along the edge of a field.
2. Below, on a T, turn left and follow this track until you
arrive in the valley. Turn right and keep the Barbeyrol, a
tiny stream between agricultural fields, on your left. After
700m turn right to leave the valley through woodland.
3. On arrival on a main track turn right. Soon this road
bears left, so you are going mainly in the same direction.
Just after a large new house, the first of Camberoux, take
a smaller, grassy, track to your right. Follow it when before
the next house it bears left. After 70m, on arrival on a very
small road, turn right and go on for about 100m.

4. Then, just before a wooden fence, turn left into a path.
This is at first grassy, then stony, and it goes between walls
of stones. At its end, turn left into a broad track towards
the D32 road. Cross it and follow the road you see in front
of you, 20m to the left. It crosses the Louyre stream and
goes uphill to the hamlet of Les Grèzes.
5. After a big hedge and just before an iron cross turn
right. The hardtop soon becomes a path that bears rights
descending in a small valley and then towards the Louyre
valley. Walk between fields towards the stream. At a
picnic table, turn right, cross the stone bridge and return
to the church.
Norman & June Buckley

